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Abstract: In biosciences and biotechnologies, it is recently critical to promote research regarding the
regulation of the dynamic functions of proteins of interest. Light-induced control of protein activity
is a strong tool for a wide variety of applications because light can be spatiotemporally irradiated
in high resolutions. Therefore, synthetic, semi-synthetic, and genetic engineering techniques for
photoactivation of proteins have been actively developed. In this review, the conventional approaches
will be outlined. As a solution for overcoming barriers in conventional ones, our recent approaches
in which proteins were chemically modified with biotinylated caging reagents are introduced to
photo-activate a variety of proteins without genetic engineering and elaborate optimization. This
review mainly focuses on protein caging and describes the concepts underlying the development of
reported approaches that can contribute to the emergence of both novel protein photo-regulating
methods and their killer applications.

Keywords: protein caging; optogenetics; genetic code extension technology; expressed protein
ligation; photolytic protein aggregates

1. Introduction

Methods for photo-regulating the function and quantity of proteins are attracting
attention in a wide range of fields, from fundamental research in molecular biology [1–5]
to drug delivery systems [5–9]. In these methods, proteins are activated [2–5,10–12] or
released from their carriers in response to light irradiation in and around cells [6–9,13,14].
Due to the high spatial and temporal resolution of light, the function of the protein can
be selectively exerted at the desired location and at the desired time. The amount of
active protein expressed can be remotely controlled by light. Therefore, we can obtain
spatiotemporal information on the function of proteins by controlling the location and
timing of light irradiation, giving insight into the dynamic roles of proteins in biological
systems. Furthermore, light-induced activation and release of proteins are expected to
reduce the off-target effects of protein-based drugs, and moreover potentially enable
therapeutic effects to be obtained by producing only the minimum amount of therapeutic
proteins selectively in the affected area.

In recent years, optogenetics based on naturally occurring light-responsive proteins
has been widely reported as a method for photo-regulation of proteins [3,4,15–18].
Light-dependent interactions and structural changes of light-sensing proteins such as
cryptochrome-2 [16], vivid [17] and phototropin [18], which are derived from plants and
fungi, have been used to control the activity of functional proteins, including membrane
receptors [16], gene-editing enzymes [17] and antibodies [18]. In these methods, a light-
responsive protein that is genetically engineered is expressed as a fusion protein consisting
of a functional protein of interest and a light-sensing domain such as the LOV domain of
phototropin, which is the most familiar in optogenetics [18]. Since all parts of the protein
can be expressed genetically, it is simple to express the desired photo-responsive proteins
in living cells by the introduction of the gene using plasmid DNA or a virus vector. In
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the case that the protein of interest is activated by dimerization or complexation, it is
relatively easy to design the photoactivatable fusion proteins. However, for many other
proteins, the proteins of interest must be engineered elaborately to introduce optogenetics
through reversibly partitioning them, in which the partitioned proteins are inactive before
light-induced dimerization or complexation [17]. In addition, after photoactivation, the
optogenetically activated proteins are kept to fuse to light-responsive domains, and such
fusion with exogenous ones may reduce the activity and limit the range of applications. Re-
cently, a photocleavable protein has been reported as a new category of optogenetics [19,20].
In the pioneering report, the protein of interest was tethered to the membrane through
the photocleavable protein, and after exposure to light, the active protein without any
fusion partner was released from the membrane, leading to light-induced localization and
activation [19]. This approach can simply design light-induced release of wild-type protein
from specific organelle by fusion with organelle-localizing proteins through the photo-
cleavable protein, but there are also many proteins whose activity cannot be suppressed
before exposure to light by control of localization alone. Thus, although optogenetics is an
extremely attractive tool for intracellular protein photoactivation, it may not be suitable
for some applications in terms of convenience and versatility. The present review mainly
focuses on chemical modification-based methodologies for protein photoactivation. As a
complementary approach to optogenetics, the progress in the synthetic and semi-synthetic
approaches for protein photoactivation are systematically introduced to help the researchers
in a variety of fields to simply design and realize a suitable protein photoactivation system
for their goals.

2. Caged Proteins

Methods for converting proteins to photo-responsive ones by reversible chemical
modification have also been used as a complementary approach in which intact proteins
with no modification are produced after photoactivation [10–12,21–23]. In the field of
chemical biology, inactivation of biomolecules by modification with photodegradable
protective groups is called “caging”, and such protected compounds are called caged
compounds [10,21]. Caging have been employed for activating biomolecules of interest
at desired timing and location by exposure to light (Figure 1A). For example, a caged
glutamine was reported to be introduced into a neuron, and then one of the dendrites
was site-specifically exposed to light. As a result, the shape change of the light-exposed
dendrites clearly indicated the molecular system in which glutamine affects the shape
memory of neural spines [24]. Thus, caging has been utilized as a powerful research tool
for giving new insight into molecular mechanisms in cell biology. Such a caging approach
has also been applied to proteins, and caged proteins have been reported for more than
a quarter of a century [22,23]. The simplest strategy for preparing caged proteins is to
randomly introduce a photodegradable protecting group to the amino group on the protein
surface through the reaction with an active carbonyl group (Figure 1B) [25–28]. In this
method, in principle, almost all proteins can be caged without any pretreatment simply
by mixing a reactive photodegradable protecting reagent (a caging reagent). After the
protective group is degraded by light, the caged lysine residue returns to the original
lysine one without leaving any trace, so there is no need to consider the effect of caging
on the protein function after photoactivation. This is a great advantage when studying
the function of a protein or using it as a drug. Actually, the polymerization activity of
G-actin was photo-regulated by this caging strategy [25]. The selective binding function
of antibodies were demonstrated to be remotely controlled by light exposure [27]. In a
similar way, the carboxylic acid moiety on protein surfaces was reported to be randomly
blocked with the diazo derivatives of photolytic protection groups [29]. This method
realized photoactivation of hemoglobin. However, unlike small caged compounds, such
random introduction of a small photodegradable protecting group onto the surface of a
large protein often fails to fully inactivate the function of the protein (Figure 1C). In the
case of enzymes, for example, this simple strategy based on random amine modification
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can function only on the enzymes that happen to have lysine residues at sites involved
in catalytic activity or substrate binding (Figure 1B). Therefore, caging of proteins often
requires the strategy of introducing the photodegradable protecting group specifically at
the sites involved in their activity.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of caging of compounds and proteins. (A) Caging of small molecular
compounds. (B) Successful and (C) unsuccessful caging of proteins through random modification of
lysine residues.

3. Site-Specific Protein Caging

As a method for site-specific introduction of the photodegradable protecting group,
the use of the cysteine residue of the proteins has been utilized [11,30–34]. The selective
reactivity of the thiol group realized the site-specific caging of the cysteine residue of
which there are often one or a few on protein surfaces. Similar to the random amine
coupling, the function of intact proteins was reported to be photo-regulated by caging with
thiol-reactive protecting reagents when the cysteine residues were at the sites involved in
protein functions [30,31]. By this approach, the enzymatic activities of myosin [30] and
β-galactosidase [31] were demonstrated to be activated by light exposure. As another
method using the thiol-based reaction, the caging of thiophosphorylated proteins was also
reported [32]. In this method, the threonine residue of a protein was thiophosphorylated
using 3-phosphoinositide-dependent kinase, and then modified with a thiol-reactive caging
reagent. After photolysis, the caged protein converted to the thiophosphorylated protein
which exerted almost the same activity as the phosphorylated one. This kinase-coupled
approach may be versatile for caging a variety of phosphorylated proteins. To apply
such thiol-based site-specific caging approaches to any other proteins, the use of cysteine-
substituted mutants has been widely utilized (Figure 2A) [11,33,34]. In this approach, the
function-related site is replaced with cysteine, and a caging reagent that selectively reacts
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with the thiol group is applied. Based on this approach, the actin polymerization activity
of cofilin, which was unknown so far, was exerted by light exposure in living cells, giving
new insights into the role of cofilin [11]. Furthermore, light-induced depolymerization of
actin was also achieved by caged cofilin on the glass substrate [33], and the pore-formation
on cellular membranes was photo-induced by caged α-hemolysin [34]. Although this
approach is simple to introduce a protecting group at the desired active site, the proteins
produced after photolysis are only the cysteine-substituted mutant protein on which the
mutation is introduced at a critical site involved in function (Figure 2A). Therefore, there is
a high risk that the light-induced activity of the mutant protein will be inferior to that of
the native one. Thus, the caging strategy based on post-translational chemical modification
often requires the site-specific replacement with reactive amino acids for selective caging,
and therefore, almost exclusively applied to mutant proteins.
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As a method for site-specific protein caging, another genetic approach using unnatural
caged amino acids has been widely employed [5,35–53]. Using the genetic code extension
technology such as notably amber mutation and four-base codon mutation [43], in which
an unnatural amino acid is coded to a specific codon, the desired position of the protein
of interest can be replaced with a caged amino acid (Figure 2B). Until now, caged aspar-
tic acid [35,39], caged serine [36,51], caged glycine [37,43], caged tyrosine [5,38,40,48,50],
caged cysteine [42,47], caged lysine [44,49,52,53], caged phosphoserine [46] and caged
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phosphotyrosine [46] have been utilized for photo-activation of various proteins including
enzymes [35,39,42–45], intein proteins [36,47], ion channels [37,38,40], receptors [46], phos-
phorylation cascade proteins [50,51], and so on [5,48,49,52,53]. The site-specific incorpora-
tion of unnatural caged amino acid into proteins was first achieved in E. coli [35,36,42–44]
and a cell-free protein expression system [46], and subsequently their photoactivation was
examined in vitro. Furthermore, the recombinant caged proteins were transduced into
mammalian cells with a transfection reagent to utilize their photoactivatable functions
for clarifying the spatial and temporal molecular mechanism of the living system [5,48].
Next, to photo-regulate ion channels on the plasma membrane of living cells, in situ expres-
sion of site-specifically caged proteins was performed in Xenopus oocytes by injecting the
caged amino acids-combined tRNA through microinjection [37,38,40]. Recently, the genetic
code extension technology has become applicable to eukaryotic cells by using the genetic
expression system for the orthogonal pair of pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase and the corre-
sponding tRNA, enabling the genetic incorporation of caged amino acids into proteins in
yeast cells [42,51] and mammalian cells [5,49–53]. By using such a genetic encoding system,
a pioneer group, Chin et al. demonstrated light-induced intracellular localization change
of caged nuclear localization proteins in human cells [49] and achieved photoactivation of
receptor-mediated signal transduction by caging a phosphorylation protein, STAT1 [50].
Furthermore, to understand the role of cancer-specific mutation, they reported to photo-
activate the synthesis of the oncometabolite (R)-2-hydroxyglutarate through caging an
isocitrate dehydrogenase mutant in normal cells and exposing those engineered cells to
light [52]. Such genetic caging with unnatural amino acid introduction was also reported
to achieve light-induced gene editing through caging of Cas9 [53], photo-activation of
immune response through caging of MEK1 [5], and screening of caspase substrate pro-
teins through caging of caspase-3 [5] in human cells. Thus, in this approach, a variety of
wild-type proteins could be site-specifically caged by utilizing various caged amino acids.
Moreover, this approach is advantageous in introducing a photodegradable protection into
the active site inside the closed structure of proteins because the caged amino acid can be
incorporated on translation before protein folding. However, it requires advanced and
specialized gene engineering techniques, and therefore is not easily available.

Other strategies in protein caging have also been reported. In semisynthetic ap-
proaches, a small part of the protein was chemically synthesized by incorporating caged
amino acid through peptide synthesis, and then linked with a major part of the protein
to produce a site-specifically caged protein [54–56]. First, as a pioneering approach, site-
specific caged ribonuclease S (RNase S) was prepared by mixing a synthesized caged
S-peptide and S-protein [54]. RNase S is consisting of two peptide fragments, S-peptide
(1-20 residues) and S-protein (21-124 residues), and these fragments bind in a self-assembly
manner to exert the enzymatic activity. In this report, by optimizing the replacement site
of caged amino acids in S-peptide, the caged RNase S was activated by light in an off-on
manner [54]. This approach was greatly developed by the expressed protein ligation (EPL)
method (Figure 2C) [55,56]. In EPL-based caging, the fusion protein of a C-terminally-
truncated target protein with a self-processing intein domain is overexpressed in E. coli,
and through the intein-mediated processing reaction [57], the C-terminal is converted to a
reactive thioester moiety. In parallel, the C-terminal domain peptide including a cysteine
residue at the N-terminal end and caged amino acids at the desired positions is chemically
synthesized. Then, the caged C-terminal peptide is linked to the C-terminal end of the
truncated protein through native chemical ligation [58]. A signal transduction protein with
multiple caged phosphorylated serine residues was reported to be prepared by this ap-
proach [55,56]. Based on the high degree of certainty and freedom of peptide synthesis, the
semisynthetic approaches allow for the precise introduction of multiple photodegradable
protecting groups and the expansion of the range of amino acids that can be protected.
However, the caging position is limited to the terminal sequence of proteins, leading to
limitation of applicable proteins. Recently, a total chemical synthesis-based approach was
also reported to overcome this limitation of the semisynthetic protein caging [59], but it
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requires chemical reactions that are too specialized for anyone to immediately utilize. In
ligand-directed caging approaches, a ligand molecule that selectively binds to the active
site of a protein assists site-specific modification with the caging group [60,61]. In a pio-
neering study of this approach, the substrate peptide with a thiol-reactive moiety through
a photocleavable linker was utilized for active-site specific caging [60]. This synthesized
peptide was recognized with enzyme and reacted with the cysteine residue selectively at
the active site. Based on this approach, a protein kinase was caged in vitro and introduced
into living cells by microinjection, leading to light-induced activation of phosphorylation
for cellular morphological change [60]. Similarly, a small substrate analogue with pho-
todegradable ability was reported to specifically incorporated into a serine residue at the
active site of enzyme, and the protected activity of enzyme was regenerated by light [61].
Hamachi et al. have presented a number of sophisticated reports in ligand-directed chem-
istry for in situ protein labeling [62–64]. For site-specific caging, a photocleavable linker
was inserted between the ligand for proteins of interest and a special reactive group, and
after mixing with proteins, this caging reagent could be selectively attached to amino acid
residue surrounding the active site through a ligand-directed proximity effect on the reac-
tion (Figure 2D) [65]. By employing this method, an enzyme and a receptor protein were
efficiently caged with the reagents including specific ligand, respectively, and demonstrated
to be uncaged by light exposure. Thus, ligand-directed approaches can achieve site-specific
caging of intact proteins of interest simply by mixing with the specific caging reagents.
However, the application is limited to enzymes and binding proteins. Moreover, ligands
with an appropriate dissociation constant, which must meet both the requirements for the
selective binding in the caging step and the rapid releasing in the photoactivation step, are
needed. Such demands of this approach may be issues in terms of versatility.

4. Sterically Bulky Caging of Proteins

In order to solve the problems of caged proteins, we developed a sterically bulky
caging method [66]. Among conventional protein caging methods, the approach of ran-
domly modifying amino groups on the protein surface has great advantages in terms of
simplicity and versatility, as long as the inhibitory effect on the function can be improved.
In order to improve the suppression of any protein functions before photodegradation, we
aimed to increase the steric hinderance of each protecting group. If most of the protein
surface can be hidden with the randomly modified protecting groups, the interaction
at the functional site of the protein will surely be suppressed. This was our strategy at
the beginning of this study. At that time, in another project, we had been studying the
introduction of photodegradable protecting groups neighboring to promoter regions as a
site-specific caging technique for DNA plasmids. In that project, we had developed a simple
method of bulking up the protecting group to protect the adjacent promoter [67]. A biotin-
modified photodegradable protecting group was developed and introduced neighboring
to the promoter, and then, the caged plasmid was mixed with streptavidin (SA), a bulky
biotin-binding protein consisting of tetramers. In this study, the bulky SA molecule was
confirmed to attach on the introduced biotin moiety on the plasmid and efficiently suppress
transcription, probably due to the steric hinderance against the binding of transcription
factors onto the neighboring promoter region [67]. Therefore, we hypothesized that this
sterically bulky caging approach using biotinylated caging reagent (BCR) and SA could be
applied to random caging of proteins (Figure 3A).

First, we used hen egg lysozyme (HEL), a bacteriolytic enzyme, as a model protein
and randomly introduced biotinylated photodegradable protecting groups with BCR [66].
Mass spectrometry analysis showed that one to three protecting groups were introduced
per HEL molecule. When the biotinylated protected HEL was mixed with SA (more than
eight equivalents), electrophoretic analysis confirmed the preparation of a bulky caged
HEL consisting of one HEL and one to three SA bound. The bacteriolytic activity of the
caged HELs was found to be 80% of that of the untreated HELs when only the small
biotinylated protective groups were modified. On the other hand, after SA binding, the
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activity decreased to 3.6% (Figure 3B) [66]. This result indicates that the sterically bulky
caging approach using the steric hindrance of SA is very effective in inhibiting the activity.
When the bulky caged HELs were exposed to light, the protective groups were decomposed,
and electrophoretic analysis confirmed that the unmodified HELs were generated according
to the amount of exposed light. The activity after light exposure was recovered to more than
70% (Figure 3B). Thus, it was shown that photoactivatable proteins can be easily prepared
by sterically bulky caging using BCR and SA [66].
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To demonstrate the versatility of the sterically bulky caging method, we applied it
to transferrin (Tf), a human iron transport protein [68]. When the bulky caged Tf was
applied to cultured cells, its binding to the Tf receptor on the cell surface was inhibited and
it was not taken up into the cells. After light irradiation, it was taken up into the cells in
response to light, as confirmed by confocal laser microscopy (Figure 4A) [68]. Thus, this
method was applicable to the light-induced control of a transporter protein on living cells
without any significant damage onto the cells. Here, Tf has been employed as a carrier for
intracellular drug delivery, and when Tf modified with a drug via a linker that cleaves intra-
cellularly is applied to cells, this leads to accumulation of drugs in the cells [69]. Therefore,
an apoptosis-inducing drug, doxorubicin (Dox), was installed onto Tf as a model cargo
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molecule, and the Tf–Dox conjugate was served to sterically bulky caging. By applying
the caged conjugate to cell culture, it was confirmed that Dox was introduced in response
to light exposure, inducing cell death [68]. These results provided proof of principle that
the sterically bulky caged Tf can be employed as a photoactivatable molecular device for
the intracellular delivery of cargos (Figure 4B). In this way, we were able to convert other
proteins with different activities and structures into photo-responsive proteins simply by
sequentially treating with BCR and SA. It is noteworthy that the functions of any proteins
we tested were severely suppressed to a non-detectable level by the steric hinderance
of SA. In addition, it requires only a small number of the biotinylated photodegradable
protection group per a protein molecule for functional suppression, leading to the high
efficiency of photoactivation, because the required amount of light for fully uncaging is
small. Accordingly, the present sterically bulky caging method is expected to be applied to
life science and biotechnology as a useful tool for photoactivation of proteins.
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sterically bulky caged Tf [68].

5. Photolytic Protein Aggregates

As another strategy to make proteins photo-responsive, a method for the preparation
of photolytic protein aggregates is introduced. Protein crystals and aggregates have been re-
ported to be applied to solid-state enzymes and protein stabilization for thirty years [70,71],
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because they are highly stable against proteolysis and denaturation, and can accumulate
an active protein inside them at a high concentration. Utilizing these advantages, protein
aggregates, which are reversibly dissolved by stimuli, have been studied to be applied to
protein delivery [72]. However, photolytic protein aggregates have not been reported. In
the development of the sterically bulky caging method described above, we accidentally no-
ticed that photolytic protein aggregates were generated when the number of SA equivalents
to the biotinylated protein was reduced. We hypothesized that the aggregate formation
was due to the polymerization of the multiply biotinylated protein through cross-linking
with SA, which has four biotin-binding sites. Furthermore, we thought that it would be
interesting to use the photolytic protein aggregates as a new tool for light-induced release of
active proteins (Figure 5A) [73]. First, the procedures for the preparation of the aggregates
were optimized by using biotinylated protected HEL and SA. When high concentrations
of both components were mixed in a 1:1 ratio in aqueous solution, the aqueous solution
started to become cloudy. By adding a large excess of free biotin molecules to stop the
growth of aggregates via blocking the biotin-binding sites of SA, micrometer-sized aggre-
gates were obtained (Figure 5B). No residual proteins were detected in the supernatant
after centrifugation, indicating that almost all of HEL and SA were incorporated into the
aggregates. When the aggregates were exposed to light, they dissolved according to the
amount of exposed light (Figure 5C), and SA and HEL were released into the aqueous
solution, as shown by electrophoretic analysis [73]. At maximum, 90% of the HEL used for
aggregate formation was released without any modification. The bacteriolytic activity was
also recovered up to 90% in the wild-type HEL used for aggregate formation. Thus, the spe-
cific activity of the photo-dissolved HEL from aggregates was the same as that of the wild
type, suggesting that aggregate formation and photo-irradiation do not cause irreversible
denaturation. Such photolytic aggregate formation and light-dependent dissolution were
also observed with biotinylated protected Tf [73]. Similar to the sterically bulky caging
described above, we were also able to form aggregates using Dox-modified Tf and confirm
the induction of cell death in response to light exposure (Figure 5D). Thus, this method is
also considered to be highly versatile.

Next, we examined the processing method of the photolabile protein aggregates. When
we simply mixed biotinylated protected proteins with SA as described above, micro-sized
aggregates with non-uniform shape and size were produced. Furthermore, this size is
too large to be intravenously administered in vivo, nor can it enter cells. To down-size
the aggregates to the submicron rang, we mixed biotinylated HEL and SA in water/oil
(w/o) emulsion droplets with submicron sizes. As a result, it was confirmed by electron
microscopy that aggregates with a relatively uniform shape of several hundred nanometers
in diameter could be prepared (Figure 5E) [73]. When such protein aggregates are utilized
in living cells, they must have cell permeability. Here, the biotinylated functional molecules
can be easily modified onto the surface of the present aggregates by adding them instead
of biotin for blocking the biotin-binding sites on the surfaces. We modified the submicron-
size aggregates with a biotinylated cell-permeable peptide, and applied them to colon
cancer cells, resulting in accumulation of the aggregates in the cells (Figure 5F) [73]. Thus,
the miniaturized protein aggregates can be easily functionalized through modification
with biotinylated functional molecules, and therefore, in principle, they are decollated
with tumor-targeting ligands and antibodies for the delivery of therapeutic proteins. At
the same time, by depositing the present protein aggregates on the substrate without
stopping their growth, it was also possible to form the micro-sheet of protein aggregates
with several hundred micro-meter thickness [73]. On the aggregate sheets, the protein of
interest was eluted by light exposure selectively from the exposed area. This technology is
promisingly applied as a smart material surface that can release the protein of interest at
the desired timing and position in a wide range of applications, from fundamental studies
to tissue engineering.
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Figure 5. Photolytic protein aggregates using biotinylated caging reagent and streptavidin (SA).
(A) Schematic illustration of photolytic protein aggregates. (B) Microscopic image of photolytic
aggregates of lysozyme (HEL). (C) Photographs of photolytic HEL aggregates collected at the bottom
of the tube by centrifugation after light irradiation (0–8 J/cm2). (D) Cell viability of colon cancer DLD1
cells treated with photolytic aggregates of transferrin–doxorubicin conjugate (Tf–Dox) before and after
light irradiation. (E) Electron microscopy images of photolytic HEL nanoaggregates prepared in a w/o
emulsion. (F) Confocal microscopy images of DLD1 cells treated with cell-permeable peptide-modified
photolytic HEL nanoaggregates. All figures are modified from the published article [73].
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6. Summary

Through the recent progress of high-throughput genome analysis, it is becoming in-
creasingly important to analyze the spatiotemporal functions of the protein corresponding
to the critical gene for the difference in cellular phenotypes. In this context, the photoacti-
vation tool for proteins are attractive because it can clearly demonstrate the spatiotemporal
functions of the protein of interest in living systems. As briefly introduced above, a recent
excellent article by Wang et al. demonstrated the promising application of protein photoac-
tivation in proteomics [5]. In this high-impact study, photoactivation of caged caspase-3
enabled the temporal profiling of the substrate proteins of caspase-3 just after light expo-
sure, leading to identification of new proteolytic substrates in early apoptotic processes. As
this study was able to minimize the effects of other late-activated caspases, light-induced
temporal activation realizes the elimination of the noises from other reactions of sequential
and parallel cascades in complex biochemical reactions. Such temporal proteomics based
on protein photoactivation is expected to give new insights into the biological systems and
to reveal a series of new target substrates for drug discovery and diagnostics in future.
However, there are often significant barriers in using the conventional protein photoac-
tivation system. To date, many methods have been developed to improve the certainty
of light-induced control of protein functions. Most of the developed methods require
specialized techniques of gene engineering and tremendous try-and-error approaches in
optimization for each target protein [5]. In this review, our two approaches for protein
photoactivation were briefly introduced as one of the solutions for possibly overcoming the
barriers. Both of our approaches can be easily converted into photo-responsive proteins by
simply treating the protein with the biotinylated caging reagent and SA, and are expected to
be applicable to a wide range of proteins in principle. Compared with optogenetics and in
situ caging systems based on the genetic code extension technology, chemical modification
approaches currently have bottlenecks in the way that caged proteins are introduced into
the cells. In recent years, a variety of protein-transfection reagents have been developed
and are commercially available, and this problem is being solved. Therefore, research teams
can simply cage any proteins of interests through synthetic or semi-synthetic methods, and
after transduction into the cells, perform intracellular photoactivation for spatio-temporal
function analysis, temporal proteomics and so on in the near future. As another appli-
cation, the therapeutic potential of protein photoactivation and photo-release has been
reported [5–9]. Actually, Wang et al. demonstrated photoactivation of a cytotoxic protein
as protein pro-drugs, achieving therapeutic effects in tumor-loaned mice [5]. In such ap-
plications, the stability of caged proteins and the penetration of light deep into the living
body are challenges. From the viewpoint of stability, our two approaches are superior to
other caged proteins because they are protected by bulky protection and aggregation struc-
tures. Moreover, the combination of the ligand to be modified with the photodegradable
protecting group and its binding protein is not limited to biotin and SA. It is also possible
to employ a combination of reactive moieties that bioorthogonally form a covalent bond.
Such modification may further improve in vivo stability of caged proteins. In addition, the
photoresponsive wavelength can also be altered to be longer for increasing bio-permeability
by using different photodegradable linkers. Furthermore, for activation in the depths where
light cannot reach, we can develop a protein that responds to other external stimuli or
specific environments in addition to light by changing the chemical properties of the linker,
though the subject is changed slightly from photoactivation. In this way, by hybridizing
synthetic molecular tools with proteins, it will be possible to rationally provide functions
that are difficult to create with the genetic code alone, and to create molecular technologies
that can remotely control any proteins of interest for bioscientific, biotechnological and
biomedical purposes in the future.
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